Abstruct-This paper presents a color image segmentation method which divides color space into clusters. Competitive learning is used as a tool for clustering color space based on the least sum of squares criterion. We show that competitive learning converges to approximate the optimum solution based on this criterion theoretically and experimentally. We applied this method to various color scenes and show its efficiency as a color image segmentation method. We also show the effects of using different color coordinates to be clustered by some experimental results.
I. INTRODUCTION
INCE computer performance has improved in recent years, S it has become easier to deal with the large amounts of data in color images. However, much work in computer vision still focuses on gray scale images, even though techniques for gray scale images usually cannot be applied to color images. For example, segmentation of a color image is a more complicated problem than that of a gray scale image.
Many image segmentation techniques have been proposed [ 11-[3] . These methods could be categorized into methods for dividing an image space and those for clustering a feature space derived from an image. Region growing [4] and mergesplit [SI are the former methods. The segmentation method that we use here belongs to the latter category. Each pixel is assigned to a color index of the cluster to which it belongs. This paper demonstrates mathematical properties of applying the latter technique to image segmentation so that one can use it efficiently.
Multiple histogram-based thresholding schemes 161, 171, [25] are proposed to divide multidimensional data such as a color image. This method divides color space by histogram thresholding of each axis. Since thresholding is a technique for gray scale images, there are limitations when dividing multiple dimensions. Fig. l(a) shows the 2-D case of thresholding. As the figure shows, the shape of the cluster is a rectangle. It is not appropriate to divide multidimensional data by thresholding 1 -D axes, because there is no criterion for multidimensional data in these schemes. and is more flexible to the shape and arrangement of clusters. If quantization error is minimum in all possible W i , this division becomes clustering based on the least sum of squares criterion (ref. next section). Clustering based on the criterion is unique and reasonable in the sense of the least sum of squares. We will present a method that realizes this clustering. This method does not require any human interaction, while thresholding schemes sometimes do.
Among the clustering techniques based on the least sum of squares criterion, the K-means (C-means) [ 111 algorithm and ISODATA [12] , which added some parameters to the K-means algorithm, are famous and used for clustering of multispectral data [13] , [14] . It was shown that the K-means algorithm converges to a local minimum solution, but not necessarily to the optimum solution. Hence, it is a common problem of clustering techniques to get a good approximate solution. Several improvements of clustering techniques have been proposed [15] , [16] . Here, we use competitive leaming for the clustering, with additional mechanisms to improve performance of this.
Since the shapes and distribution of clusters depend on the color space to be divided, the selection of color space is important [2S] . When a color image is presented by RGB, selection of the color space is a selection of a transformation. This paper presents the mathematical feature of linear transformation before clustering. In experiments on color image segmentation, we also use L*~u*v* uniform color space.
The next section shows the relationship between clustering and vector quantization. The third section shows the competitive learning algorithm. We show theoretically and experimentally that competitive leaming converges to a good approximate solution of the clustering. The fourth section describes transformations of color space and color image segmentation results. 
CLUSTERING AND VECTOR QUANTIZATION
Clustering based on the least sum of squares criterion gives the most separable clustering. We show the definition and mathematical features of it.
Vector quantization means mapping input vectors to a finite number of weight vectors and requires us to decide a set of weight vectors, while clustering requires us to decide a partitioning of input vectors. These two problems are different, but there is a close relationship between them. Therefore, clustering can be replaced by vector quantization. We will explain the details in Sections 11-A and 11-B.
A. Mathematical Expression
This subsection shows the definitions of clustering based on the least sum of squares criterion and vector quantization.
Let X j ( j = I,...,m), Ci ( i = I , . . . , n ) , W ; ( i = 1, . . . n ) ( m > n ) be a finite number of input vectors ( = X ) , clusters (=C), and weight vectors (=W), respectively. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show vector quantization and clustering.
We define a partition function C, (W) , that is a Voronoi tessellation determined by weight vector W in Fig. 2 , as and define a weight vector function W, (C) , that is center of mass in cluster Ci, as where p J is the probability of X , . In this paper pJ = 1,".
When expected squared-error distortion is defined by n we can define "Clustering based on the least sum of squares" and "Vector quantization" as follows.
We use the word "length' to denote the number of C i in C.
Definition of clustering: When X and a length of clusters n are given, the clustering based on the least sum of squares is the set of clusters C that minimizes the within-cluster sum of squares Sw ("w" stands for "within-cluster") defined by
Definition of vector quantization: When X and a length of weight vectors n are given, choose W to quantize X . Vector quantization is evaluated by the quantization error defined by
The motivation for using the least within-cluster sum of squares criterion for clustering is the following. We define total sum of squares ST and between-cluster sum of squares SB by
is the global center of mass of X , and we have
Since ST is independent of C, W , minimization of Sw is equivalent to maximization of SB and in this sense the least sum of squares criterion gives the most separable clustering
The number S ( m , n ) of possible partitioning C of length n of the m input vectors X is given by (see [lo] ). It is difficult to obtain an optimum solution by searching all the enumeration in a reasonable computation time. Hence, a technique for restricting the search by vector quantization technique is useful. The next subsection shows how the problem of selecting the clustering C becomes the problem of selecting W . Therefore, clustering can be replaced by vector quantization.
B . Theories
As we showed in the previous subsection, the goal of clustering is to select a partitioning C that minimizes Sw. 
Proof: There exists CO that minimizes SW. We define WO = Wf(C0). From (5) we have
qco, WO) = s w .
(18)
Proof:
Then we define
Then we define W' = Wj(C'). From Lemma 1 we have
CLUSTERING BY COMPETITIVE LEARNING
In this section we describe how competitive learning realizes clustering based on the least sum of squares criterion.
Competitive leaming converges to an equilibrium that is regarded as the solution of the vector quantization problem (ref. Section 111-B). Since clustering can be replaced by vector quantization (ref. Section 11), competitive leaming can realize clustering. We experimentally show the reality of this in Section 111-C.
A. Algorithm
We present the competitive leaming algorithm that we use in this paper. Since competitive learning has the problem that a few units may monopolize input vectors X so that no more competition occurs [19] , we add a rule that distributes units to adapt them for X to prevent the monopoly problem.
This rule gradually generates units until the number of units reaches n, the maximum allowed number of clusters. Initially, only one unit exists. The unit distribution rule is presented in 2 c) in Algorithm. In Algorithm, N R is the number of repetitions, N, , , is the maximum number of repetitions, & is the threshold of times and y is the learning rate of competitive leaming.
We note that Lemma 1 is related to minimizing expected squared-error distortion [9].
c,w
One unit is set up, with weight vector W equal 20. It has a variable wincount that is initialized to 0 and that shows how many times each unit wins. We initialize the number of repetitions N R to 0. ( N R = N,,,) , then stop competitive learning, else continue competitive leaming from a).
3) Clusters C are determined by (1). When a new unit is generated in 2 c), two units are located at the same place. If an X that is closest to these two units is input, one of the two units becomes the winner and updates its W , while the other does not. Hence, the problem that two units move together does not occur.
We now introduce the rule added to competitive learning. This rule generates units where the density of input vectors is high. Since an inappropriate initialization of units causes the problem of monopoly, this rule improves the performance of competitive leaming. The increase of Bt gives better accuracy in the distribution, but it requires a larger maximum number of repetitions N, , , .
When we decide the values of Bt and N,,,, they must satisfy the following necessary condition. Considering the fastest and the slowest cases of generating NU units, we have
When the nth unit is generated in the slowest case, (23) Therefore, the N,,, that guarantees to generate the n units satisfies This is only a necessary condition. We show a condition which yields a good approximate solution, as shown through experimentation, in Section 111-C.
B. Proofs
We mention about a convergence of competitive learning. The following Theorem 2 is closely related to the AVQ Centroid Theorem of Kosko [21] . Competitive learning is at equilibrium, because (28) means that the expected movement equals 0. Q.E.D. From both Theorems 1 and 2, the W obtained by competitive learning satisfies the necessary condition of clustering based on the least sum of squares. In other words, competitive leaming reduces the number of possible solutions without excluding the optimum solution. It is important that competitive leaming converges to a local optimum solution of the clustering problem as well as that of the vector quantization problem which minimizes the quantization error E [22] .
C. Clustering in Gray Scale Images
We will show that competitive leaming is an effective clustering method. As we described in previous sections, competitive learning satisfies a necessary condition for converging to the optimum solution. Hence, the effectiveness of competitive leaming for a clustering method must be evaluated to see whether it gives a good approximate solution or not.
Since it is reasonable to use an error ratio against the optimum solution for evaluating "goodness" of clustering, we use a 256 gray scale level image for which the optimum solution of clustering can be calculated quickly.
As ( 1 1 ) shows, the number of possible clustering is immense. However, when input vectors are one dimensional, the number of possible clustering T ( m , n ) is drastically reduced
PI to
Furthermore, when the number of levels in the gray scale image equals L, the enumeration corresponds to the case of m = L at (29). Otsu [9] showed that this problem can be solved in O ( n L 2 ) using dynamic programming.
It takes approximately 2 s to get optimum solutions of a 512 x 512 image when the number of clusters is 8 using a Sun4/200 including 1/0 overheads. This shows that dynamic programming is suitable to solve the clustering problem in this case. We prepare two images, Lena (picture of girl) and Nasa (remote sensing image). These two images have very different characteristics in histograms. Table I shows optimum solutions of these two images by the Otsu-method. Now let us compare the optimum solution with experimental results by error ratio T, defined as re% = experimental result -optimum solution x 100. (30) We repeated 30 times changing random seeds for each clustering problem. Table I1 shows the values of parameters for competitive leaming and Table 111 shows average error ratios and the probability that T, is less than 1%. It takes approximately 5 to 20 s to get solutions using a Sun4/200. repetitions N,,,. From Table 111 , competitive learning gives a good approximate solution with high probability, showing that this method is an effective clustering method. of "Lena"(n = 6) is different from the other values in the table. The phenomenon comes from an existence of a local minimum solution which T , is only about 2%. Since the SW of the local minimum solution is close to that of the optimum solution, the probability of converging to the solution cannot be negligible. We think it is not a serious problem, because in more than half the cases, "Lena"(n = 6) converges to a good approximate solution. In Table 11 , the value of y is important to get a good approximate solution in reasonable computation time. However, the values of N,,, and Bt should be changed for this purpose. It is no problem to use the biggest N,,, and the biggest Bt. Experimentally we found the minimum N,,, and the minimum Ot to get a good approximate solution with high probability. These are In Table 111 , the In (32) (2n -3)Bt is the minimum N,,, to generate n units (ref. (24)).
We note that the method using dynamic programming is not applicable to color images, because multidimensional data cannot be clustered by thresholds. Therefore, when we apply clustering to color image segmentation, competitive learning becomes meaningful to use. Furthermore, when a gray scale image has intensity level represented by real numbers, it takes O(nm2) to calculate using dynamic programming and thus the solution by competitive learning becomes more practical.
IV. COLOR IMAGE SEGMENTATION A . Transformation
We describe a transformation from original vectors to the input vectors which are to be clustered. Tominaga [25] says "Selection of the color space is crucial to the color classification problem, because the arrangement and shape of clusters depend on the color coordinate system selected." The selection of a color space is the selection of this transformation. Let according to the function f . We will discuss a transformation to uniform color space (CIE L*u*w*) and a linear transformation. Of course, the transformation and the clustering method are independent of each other, so there is no change in the clustering algorithm and its criterion.
The transformation to CIE L*u*w* color coordinate system is a nonlinear transformation described in [24] . In this color coordinate system, the incremental color difference is as follows [24] :
Therefore, the clustering criterion of least sum of squares becomes least sum of color differences. It seems that this transformation is the best choice for color clustering. The disadvantage of using this transformation is in taking more time than linear transformations.
The following describes the mathematical features when the transformation is linear and is given by
where we assume that T is a square real matrix and that T-' can be defined. We define W : as (36) w' 2 -= T-lw, (2 = 1. ' . ' ,?I).
( X , -W , ) = T ( Y , -W t ) .
We have Therefore, to minimize Sw(C), it is enough to consider a transformation matrix T' that is presented as K1l2V.
Among the possible transformations, we use the Whitening frunsformafion [ 181 in experiments (Section IV-B). The transformation matrix T is determined by (40), with (41)
where if is the eigenvector matrix of the original vectors presented by RNGNBN and A is their eigenvalue matrix. In the new color space transformed by the matrix, variance along any direction equals 1 . We show an effect of this transformation in the following.
B . Experimental Results
Figs. 4 to 7 show results of color image segmentation by clustering. In each figure, picture (a) shows an original image. The names of the images are Hada (Fig. 4) , House (Fig. 5) , Office (Fig. 6 ), and Peppers (Fig. 7) . They are 512 x 512 images and each pixel of them is presented by RNGhrBni (N.T.S.C. receiver primary color coordinate system) with 8 bits each (total 24 bits) of precision. Pictures (b), (c), and (d) are segmentation results. In pictures (b), (c), and (d) each pixel is represented by the color that corresponds to the center of the cluster to which this pixel belongs. When clustering a color space in the experiments, the number of clusters n is 8 and the values of other parameters for competitive leaming are the same as listed in Table 11 . Our method does not decide n. We select 8, because we think 8 colors is enough to represent a characteristic of each image. Pictures (b) are the results of using no transformation, so R N G N B N space is directly clustered based on the least sum of squares. Generally speaking, this color space is divided by differences of intensity rather than hue. For example, skin colors in Fig. 4(b) are divided and the red of the flower is merged into one of the skin colors. The red for the stripes in Fig. 6(b) is merged into yellow. The reason is the following. Table IV shows the contribution ratio of the biggest eigenvalue (XI) of the R N G N B N covariance matrix and the eigenvector corresponding to XI . As it shows, the contribution ratios are more than 75%, so the clusters are likely allocated along the axis corresponding to XI . The direction of the eigenvectors in Table IV are close to an intensity axis, since the intensity axis Y in Y I Q coordinate system is defined by [24] (42) Therefore, we use the Whitening transformation to divide color space by chromaticity. Pictures (c) are the results of using the Whitening transformation. The differences between (b) and By the way, we tried to use both the L*u*w* transformation and the Whitening transformation together to get a better result. However, we could not find any improvement, because enhancement of the small error in the L*u*v* transformation occurred in the Whitening transformation.
In Fig. 4 , (c) distinguishes yellow earring from skin color, while (d) does not. As the bars in the bottom of Fig. 4 show, (d) has 4 different clusters in the intensity axis, while (c) has only 3. In Fig. 5 , (d) distinguishes roofs and shadows of roofs on walls, while (c) does not. In these cases the Whitening transformation, (c), distinguishes hue more than intensity and, the L*u*w* transformation, (d), distinguishes intensity more than hue. This reason for this is the following. These two images have high contrast in intensity, because the contribution of XI (close to intensity axis) is more than 90% in Table IV . The Whitening transformation cancels this high contrast in intensity, while the L*u*v* transformation does not.
In Fig. 6 , (d) distinguishes yellow stripes and flowers from the chair, while (c) merges these colors. In Fig. 6(d) , a part of the highlight on the table is merged into dark color, because black and white are allocated to the same position in the u*w* plane. The left side of the green bell pepper in front in Fig. 7 is merged into dark shadow in (c), while it is merged into red in (d). In these cases the Whitening transformation, (c), distinguishes intensity more than hue and the L*u*w* transformation, (d), distinguishes hue more than intensity. This reason is opposite in the case of Figs. 4 and 5. We also use just u*w* coordinate for segmentation. Fig. 8 is the result. In this figure, highlight in the cheek, the collar and the hair are grouped together. This segmentation does not distinguish white, gray, and black. Therefore, information of intensity is also important for color image segmentation, though hue seems to be more important than intensity.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a color image segmentation method which divides color space into clusters using competitive leaming. We showed the efficiency of our method from both theoretical and experimental sides. Theoretically, we have shown that competitive leaming converges to a local optimum solution of clustering based on the least sum of squares criterion. Experimentally, we showed the efficiency of competitive leaming in clustering in gray scale image and showed examples of color image segmentation. discussed the effect of transformations that transfer the vectors to input vectors for clustering.
We also original
